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EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS REPORT

The Club experienced a period of growth in 2019. 
The Board confirmed the strategic plan was still an accurate description of the
direction we were heading, so we set our sights on achieving those goals.

With input from the coaching team, all of the pieces were put in place to achieve Skate
Ontario’s standard of excellence for learning to skate called CanSkate Excellence.
Unfortunately, the testing of these preparations did not occur before COVID-19 made it
impossible for an audit of our CanSkate programs.

Thanks to the Technical Director and her team of impressive coaches, the skaters set their
goals and trained hard; the more competitive skaters at the Club enjoyed much success this
year.  By March, there were twice as many skaters qualifying for provincials as the previous
year.   Unfortunately, the provincial competition scheduled for April 2020 was cancelled
when COVID-19 sent the world into a spin. So, instead of our traditional events, we honoured
this achievement with congratulations cards instead.

The Club office team changed quite a bit in the past year with maternity leave, a co-op
student, and several coaches pitching in to help out.  KWSC’s online presence and customer
service continued to be strong despite these transitions. It was a pleasure to hear that so
many of our skaters took steps towards becoming coaches themselves over the past year.

The coaching team continues to encourage skaters (young and older) to try their hardest and
achieve their goals. The adult skating program grew by 10% in 2019 as the Technical Director
came up with new ways to encourage adults to “Skate for Life” and stay healthy and connect
socially. The CanPower program grew by 25% in the 2019 calendar year.  As well, the Athletic
Centre continued to offer quality group fitness and personal training to our competitive
skaters and also welcomed more members of the public than the previous year.

Continued on following page 

The KWSC is firmly grounded in over 80 years of excellence in skating.  I
feel privileged that I could become a part of this great Club in October of
2019.  By the time I arrived, things were in full swing in the fall season
with CanSkaters, hockey players, students in the School Skate program
and aspiring young athletes in our more competitive programs.



In March 2020, COVID-19 stopped us in our skates. We had to cancel the Ice Show that so many
volunteers had worked towards, and suddenly, we were not able to offer any in-person
programming. However, we knew our young skaters needed their skating friends and the
healthy lifestyle of skating. So, as they say, “Life is like figure skating. It’s better if you’re
flexible.” The KWSC team jumped into action to offer online fitness classes to keep our young
people healthy mentally and physically with a few fun virtual events while we waited for the rink
to open.

After much anticipation, we opened the rink on July 6, 2020, to all of our competitive and power
skaters. These young athletes missed the rink and were eager to feel the joy of skating again and
return to their training. Actually, more competitive and power skaters were on our ice during the
Summer of 2020 than the previous summer. These skaters are passionate about their sport, and
we welcomed their laughter, perseverance and dedication back to the rink. 

Also this summer, we welcomed back some Olympians who trained at our Club, Kirsten Moore –
Towers and Kaetlyn Osmond provided some virtual inspiration for our competitive skaters.
Keeping the Club vibrant and welcoming during this pandemic has been difficult at times, but so
is skating. 

When I see the dedication of those involved with the rink, it inspires me to keep doing my part. 
 Indeed, as our motto says – “passion lives here”. I would like to thank all the staff, the board of
directors and the volunteers who helped the Club grow in 2019 and adapt to new challenges in
2020.

Executive Director. 
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In the middle of March 2020, the Board, our Staff, and the cities worked closely together, and
ultimately with the best interest and safety of all in mind, the season was called to an early
close. Our facilities were shut, and no skaters were on the ice, but with the unchartered
territory ahead there was no time for rest.  The Board increased oversight with extra
meetings and ultimately created a COVID-19 Committee to support staff on a more frequent
basis.  KWSC staff, the Board, and the Committee worked tirelessly while also juggling the
realities of our “new normal” at work and home.  

Our ultimate goal was to consider the various outcomes, risks and mitigations for our
eventual safe return to the ice. The road has been long and at times it is still winding, but we
are pleased to have skaters returning to the ice, and to the sport that they know and love.  In
these challenging times, this especially brings comfort.
 
While dealing with these challenges, we also, with sadness, said goodbye to our fellow
Director, Brett Knox.  Brett was elected to the Board in June 2018 and was a wonderful
addition to the Board. Brett brought a tremendous wealth of governance and leadership
experience, as well as transferrable knowledge that he gained from playing, coaching and
governing soccer - a game he so loved.  Despite his battle with cancer, Brett remained
dedicated to his commitment to KWSC to the very end.  I can confidently say on behalf of the
Board, we will continue to miss Brett and his contributions each time we meet.

Despite the trials and tribulations we’ve experienced these past months, KWSC should be
proud of all that was accomplished in 2019-2020.  In October 2019, the Board hired Debra
Brown, Executive Director, to lead our team.  Until Debra's appointment, we were wonderfully
supported in the interim by Debbie Weber, Financial Administrator, and Pat teBoekhorst,
Technical Director. We thank them for their dedication to KWSC, especially during that time.
From her previous not for profit experience, Debra brought with her an extraordinary skill set
gleaned from working with youth and fitness organizations like 4-H Ontario, and the YMCA.
Debra quickly immersed herself in the role and sport and immediately worked to understand
and make progress on our strategic plan.  Along with her team, Debra has tackled improving
policies and procedures, closing gaps, and strengthening our organization.

March 2020 couldn't have been more to the contrary of the saying
"in like a lion, and out like a lamb". As the Club was winding down our
2019-2020 Winter season with our bi-annual ice show, it
may not have gone out like a lamb anyways, but a new challenge and
reality was thrust upon us: COVID-19. Little did we know, as a Club
and a Board, how much our world would change in such a short time.
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Operationally, the club made strides forward.  We saw improvement in registration numbers,
the continuation of our SchoolSkate sessions that help to market our Club to many in our
community, improvement in morale and, our coaches drove our athletes to progress through
our programming and to have strong performances at local and national competitions. 

As for the Board, we reset and refocused ourselves after our last AGM with the following
committees: 

ED Review & Succession Committee – Jill Brush (Chair),  Carolyn Moss (Director)
Finance Committee – Mike Levinski (Chair), Rick Embro (Director)
Strategic Plan Monitoring Committee –Jenn Hart (Chair), Dianne Rouleau (Director), 
Debra Brown (Executive Director), Pat teBoekhorst (Technical Director)
Governance Committee –Gord Robson (Chair), Brett Knox (Director)
Elections Committee – Alison Sims (Chair), Jill Brush (Director)

 I am pleased to report that all committees made progress on their work plans throughout the
year, and also made regular reports to the Board at our meetings.  It is due to the dedication
of these Directors and our club volunteers that we can assist in moving the organization
forward.  I thank the staff, Board, and volunteers for their time, energy and effort, especially
retiring Directors Alison Sims, Dianne Rouleau, Jenn Hart, and Mike Levinski.  Each has been
tremendous volunteers for the Club and sport.  A special thanks also to Jenn Hart and Alison
Sims for joining Debra and I on the COVID-19 Committee. The many hours in addition to Board
and regular committee work was greatly appreciated. As my time as President ends, I will
finish off by saying it has been a privilege to work alongside my colleagues on the Board and
with the staff at KWSC.  I feel proud of the work that we’ve done collectively and I look
forward to what the Club will accomplish in the coming years.  

Although we’re not back to normal quite yet, it is because of the foundation that KWSC has
built over time that we were able to pivot over the last number of months, and I am confident
KWSC will be able to continue to weather this storm.   

- Jill Brush, KWSC President.
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KWSC Skaters by City
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2019 KWSC Programming
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MISSION AND MOTTO

MISSION:
 Inspiring a lifelong passion for

excellence through skating

 MOTTO:
Passion lives here 



JILL BRUSH
 PRESIDENT 

ALISON SIMS
PAST PRESIDENT/DIRECTOR

MIKE LEVINSKI
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCES

JENNIFER HART
VICE PRESIDENT

CARLOYN MOSS
SECRETARY

DIANNE ROULEAU
COACHES' REPRESENTATIVE

RICK EMBRO
DIRECTOR

GORDON ROBSON
DIRECTOR
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MARY ANN WINTERHALT
DIRECTOR
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DEBRA BROWN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEBBIE WEBBER
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATOR
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MEMBERSHIP SERVICES COORDINATOR
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REC. PROGRAMS REPORT
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COMPETITIVE FIGURE SKATING

Competition results can be found at www.kwsc.org/news/results

Total Competitive & Pre-Competitive Skaters 399399399

of KWSC skaters were Competitive & 
Pre-Competitive Skaters 

Average age of Competitive Skaters at KWSC111111
46.2%46.2%46.2%



2020/21 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
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Program Revenue
Total = $1,184,482

Program Expenses
Total = $877,745



PARTNERS & SPONSORS

THANK YOU to the following partners and sponsors 
for supporting the KWSC. 

Nawash Custom Designs



FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

343434 Children were able to learn to
skate in KWSC programs thanks to
partnering with Canadian Tire's
JumpStart, and KidSport Kitchener
Waterloo! 



#KWSCPROUD

FOLLOW KWSC ONLINE

@KWSKATINGCLUB

WWW.KWSC.ORG


